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What engages students?

• Relationships
• Do students feel they have a relationship with you and their 

classmates? 

• Interaction
• Do students have ample opportunity to take an active role in their 

own learning?

• Success
• Do students know what ”success” looks like? Do they know how 

they are progressing?

• Purpose
• Do students know why they’re doing ___? Is the doing valued?



Why an LMS?

• Extends the space of a class
• Provides a virtual space for shared resources

• Provides a platform for more, different types of activities

• Extends the time of class
• Enables faculty and students to engage beyond the 

limited time of class sessions
• (In ways that don’t require students to be fully autonomous)



Student Engagement in an LMS

• Instructor presence

• Small, low stakes assessments

• Peer interaction

• Collaboration

• Feedback

• Articulated purpose and value



Instructor presence

• Relationships:
• Not a “teacherless” course

• Professor is a present, integral part of the learning 
environment



Instructor presence

• Explanations

• Instructions

• Discussion board posts

• Feedback

LMS tool: 
Video recorder



Instructor presence example

• Explanations

• Instructions

• Discussion board posts

• Feedback

LMS tool: 
Video recorder



Instructor presence
LMS tool: 
Targeted emails



Small, low-stakes assessments

• Interaction
• Students have take a more active role; they are not 

passive recipients

• Success
• Students get some information about their progress or 

performance



Small, low-stakes assessments

• Comprehension checks
What do students understand?

• Mastery checks
• Can students demonstrate mastery? (Before or after instruction)

• Homework checks
• Did students do the homework?

• Temperature checks
• How are students feeling? How much confusion or confidence?

• Experience check-ins
• What related (especially real-world) experience have students had?

• Entrance tickets (Requirement for coming to class)



• Comprehension 
check

• Mastery check
• Homework check
• Entrance ticket

Small, low-stakes 
assessments example

LMS tool: 
Quizzes



• Comprehension check   • Experience check-in   • Entrance ticket

Small, low-stakes 
assessments example

LMS tool: 
Quizzes



• Temperature check    • Experience check-in    • Entrance ticket

Small, low-stakes 
assessments example

LMS tool: 
Quizzes



Small, low-stakes assessments

Your Turn! 
Take 3 minutes and jot a 
few ideas for using small, 
low-stakes assessments in 
one of your courses

• Comprehension checks
• Mastery checks
• Homework checks
• Temperature checks
• Experience checks
• Entrance tickets



Peer Interaction

• Relationships
• Building a community of learners

• Interaction
• More direct interaction than an instructor is able to 

provide to any individual student

• More equal footing to brainstorm or test hypotheses



Peer Interaction

• Implementation examples:

• Peer interviews

• Consensus mandate

• Evidence-based argumentation

• Roleplays

• Media use



Peer interview example
LMS tool:
Discussions



Consensus mandate example

Discussion prompt:

We’ve read about several approaches to conducting the 
Census (as well as some of the challenges to population 
counts in DC). Given what you have read, come to a consensus 
on what approach you, as a class, would recommend that DC 
leadership advocate.

LMS tool:
Discussions



Evidence-based 
argumentation example

Sample instructions for discussion replies:

Reply to one post that you agree with and one post that you 
disagree with (at least 2 total). In each reply, include one 
reference to a credible text as evidence either a) in support of 
the point you are making, or b) to refute the point made in 
the original post.

LMS tool:
Discussions



Roleplays

Assign students different roles/perspectives to adopt 
for a specific discussion board around a debatable 
topic:
• Historic or current day individuals with differing 

viewpoints

• Personas with particular experiences/backgrounds

• Theoretical/analytical/philosophical approaches 

LMS tool:
Discussions



Roleplay example

Group discussion prompt:
NPR’s 1A program has assembled a group of scholars to 
discuss and provide perspective on the current approach 
to immigration. You are that panel. Each of you have 
been assigned a perspective that you will adopt for this 
assignment: historical, feminist, economic, and 
sociological. One of you will serve as moderator “Joshua 
Johnson.” Stay in character. “Joshua” will aim to have a 
balanced discussion with each panelist taking the floor at 
least three times.

LMS tool:
Discussions



Media use

Discussion prompts

• In your prompt, include a provoking image or video

Instructions for replies

• Consider asking students to record their response 
as a video or to create multimedia 

LMS tool:
Discussions



Media use example

Discussion prompt:
The Women’s March on Washington, 
including sister marches around the 
country, is the largest US protest to 
date. This image is of one of the 
participants. Given what we have 
studied about both the history and 
current state of women’s rights, how 
do you interpret her message? Use 
data (and identify your source!) to 
support your interpretation. 

LMS tool:
Discussions



Your Turn! 
Choose one of these uses 
and draft the prompt you 
would pose to the students. 
If you finish early, find a 
partner to read it and give 
you feedback. 

• Peer Interviews
• Consensus mandate
• Evidence-based 

argumentation
• Amplifying peers
• Roleplays
• Media use

Peer Interaction



Collaboration

• Relationships
• Deeper level of engagement and team building

• Interaction
• Learning together

• More opportunities to brainstorm or test hypotheses



Collaboration examples

• Collaborative writing
• Write findings of a group project
• Discuss divergent perspectives
• Crowdsource a glossary

• Collaborative annotation
• Dissect a difficult text
• Explain allusions
• Articulate the significance of 

specific citations

Tool:
Wikis or Google Docs

• Collaborative editing
• Develop concise or precise language
• Modify a text for a different audience
• Modify a text to serve a particular 

purpose

• Collaborative research
• Pooling interview data or field 

observations
• Jigsawing a search for court precedents
• Building an annotated bibliography



Feedback

• Relationships
• Often the primary form of personal interaction with the 

instructor

• Students may construe feedback as a reflection of their 
relationship with the instructor

• Success
• Provides students with information about progress and 

performance



Feedback

• Implementation example:
• In-line feedback

• Video feedback

• Targeted feedback

• Rubrics



In-line feedback
Canvas tool:
Speedgrader



Video feedback
Canvas tool:
Speedgrader



Targeted feedback
Canvas tool:
Quizzes



Rubrics
Canvas tool:
Rubrics



Articulated purpose and value

• Explicitly interwoven throughout the course
• Course description

• Instructor introduction

• Module or unit overviews

• Activity instructions

• Grade weighting

• Optional: Individual goal-setting or purpose statement 
assignment



Articulated purpose and value

• Consider what students do before, during, and after class

• Make an effort to tie out-of-class and in-class work (and 
life!)

• In particular, be sure to bring work from the LMS into 
instructor-student interaction or instructor materials
• Highlight excellent work

• Raise points students expressed online

• Address points of confusion you noticed
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